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WEBINAR CHAT TRANSCRIPT 

  

 Abubacker Siddick:   I am Siddick from M.S.Swaminathan Research Foundation, 

Chennai, India. 

 

 Anne Millett:   Interface test - does this work? 

 

 Good morning. Our support staff is just here setting up for the 

participants from Virginia Tech (Adrian Ares, Mumi Muniappan). 

They'll be here at 9: 30am. Thanks. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:   Welcome, Anne, glad to hear that you guys are watching as a 

group! 

 

  Torsten Mandal:   Hi, I developed and documented improved low-cost solutions for 

e.g. establishing contour-hedges with deep root fodder-trees in 

unpredictable climate and poor soil.  Farmers can multiply the 

inputs. 

 

   I worked in East Africa with it but I can help adapting it to other 

areas. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Good morning everyone! People are just starting to arrive here in 

DC, and we'll start the presentation at 9:30. 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Yes we can hear you well. 

 

  Rebekah Stutzman:  I can hear you. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  I can hear OK! 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  I am joining from Germany. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  Nairobi Kenya. 

 

  Rebekah Stutzman:  From Baltimore. 

 

  Kim Glick:  When is the best time to post a question? 

 

   OK...thanks....I've worked on major USAID agricultural projects 

and I've seen how things have evolved in the industry.  I would like 

to know how the panelists perceive permaculture and its role in 

designing more resilient agricultural systems? 
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  Thomas Kalytta:  Thank you for the video! 

 

  Kim Glick:  It's fine....I am in North Wales in the UK. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  I can hear okay. I am in Haiti. 

 

  Kim Glick:  I am a trustee of the UK Permaculture Association. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Hi I’m Chariz R. Cariaga, Punla Sa Tao Foundation, Manila 

Philippines. 

 

  Margaret Masbayi:  Margaret Masbayi- Rural Livelihood Development Programme - 

Dodoma Tanzania. 

 

  Oumar Moussa S. Diallo:  Hi, Oumar Moussa S Diallo, joining from Dakar Senegal. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Yes of course. 

 

  Mary Carlson:  I am the food security team lead for Peace Corps, here in DC at PC 

HQ.  We have f.s. programming in 32 of our 65 country/posts.  

Thanks if you collaborate with PC in your countries. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  Rural Outreach Africa- Kenya and African Journal of Food, 

Agriculture, Nutrition and Development. I'm a reviewer for the 

journal. 

 

  Mary Carlson:  Youth + ag is a perfect topic. Carl Tripplehorn, PC youth specialist 

and I have been investigating more opportunities to expand.  

Currently I know of "Camp Grow" in Ethiopia and Benin, and there 

is much more like collaboration in 4-H, school gardens, etc.  Let's 

talk! 

 

  Kim Glick:  Hi Mary Carlson, I'm an RPCV only I live in the UK now. 

 

   I did agricultural extension in Bolivia. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  We are dealing with Farmers in Rural Areas in the Philippines, we 

are building the capacity of farmer Cooperatives in the context of 

Business Development Service. 

 

  Bai Akridge:  Bai Akridge, an int'l edn & workforce dvpt consultant based in 

Maryland.Excited to hear about the upcooming youth in ag prog. I 
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ran 4-H global programs think there are opportunities to promote 

youth trng in agribusiness.  I look to hear more. 

 

  Olusola Adeoye:  Hello everyone, I am Sola from Nigeria joining the webinar from 

Germany. 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Hi everybody, I work for World Vision, supporting projects in 

Kenya and Tanzania and try to promote Climate Change Adaptation 

and Natural Resource Management Projects. 

 

  Mary Carlson:  Hi Kim. PC has worked in food security forever (50 yrs+) starting 

with ag PCVs, etc.  We're now a whole-of-US government partner 

with FTF, and have a grant until Sept 2017 to expand our- which 

rather than going wider have gone deeper with focus on  household 

food production + the 1,000 window of M/CH  health. 

 

  Bai Akridge:  To Mary Carlson:  let's get together sometime to discuss youth in 

ag.  I'm in the DC area.   

 

  Margaret Masbayi:  I work in AG market development within the Central corridor of 

Tanzania where climate change adaptation is critical. 

 

  Bai Akridge:  OK, Mary, I'll reach out to you via email.  Thanks. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  Hi Thomas. Our organization has worked in western Kenya to 

promote climate-smart agriculture. It would be great to get together 

and talk! 

 

  Regina Brown:  Dakar, Senegal. 

 

  Laura Arnalte:  Laura Arnalte, CC officer for Sustainable Local Development 

Programme in Alianza Por la Solidaridad, Spanish NGO (joining 

from Spain). 

 

  Kim Glick:  Thanks, Mary!  If I was still living in DC we could meet up.  I know 

the PC is quite strong with food security.  I did loads of work on 

that in the Bolivian altiplano as a volunteer. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  I am in Harare, Zimbabwe. I work on the development of 

agribusiness projects and am proposing to do a Ph.D on climate 

change and its future effect on the Zimbabwe economy. 

 

  Austen Moore:  Austen Moore, MEAS Project. 
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  Bai Akridge:  Mark, your work sounds interesting.  Are you focusing on agribiz 

just in Zim, or in a larger area? 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Hi Mary Karanu, we have a Climate related project in Homabay 

funded by the German Government, Lambwe Valley. 

 

  Henry Rwamugema:  Henry Rwamugema, INNOCONSULT GROUP LTD, Kigali, 

Rwanda. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  Felix Kamau: Africa Agriculture Strategy Director, The Nature 

Conservancy, Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

  Scott Bugental:  Good morning; I'm logging in from the Wrigley Global Institute of 

Sustainability at Arizona State University. 

 

  Donald Robadue Jr:  Good morning. We at the Coastal Resources Center of the 

University of Rhode Island work on climate issues in Indonesia, 

Tanzania, Ghana, The Gambia and Senegal.  Our new pub on CCA 

is http: //www.crc.uri.edu/download/SUC09_CoastsatRisk.pdf 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Just Zimbabwe but I am always interested in new opportunities.  

 

  Joshua Ariga:  Joshua Ariga. IFDC, Alabama, USA.  I am an Economist and 

Policy Analyst. 

 

  Osagie Aimiuwu:  Osagie C. Aimiuwu USAID/Bangladesh. 

 

  Vedaste Gatebuka:  Vedaste joining from Rwanda. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  Folks are still settling into the room here, we anticipate starting a bit 

after 9:30am EDT. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  To Thomas Kalytta:  I know that World vision is also serving 

Filipinos, would you know there's an agri program where you can 

support Agriculture sector? 

 

  Viajay Gopal Kakani:  This is Gopal from Oklahoma State University. With interest in 

Climate Change mitigation through Bioenergy. 

 

  Kurt Richter:  Kurt Richter....OIRED at Virginia Tech. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  Thomas, I'm based in narobi. I'll reach out to you via email. Thanks! 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Okay, thanks, Mary! 
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  Elvis Heinrichs:  Short Heinrichs, University of Nebraska/Lincoln. 

 

  Bai Akridge:  OK, Mark, I'll reach out to you via email. 

 

  Elisa Wilkinson:  Elisa Wilkinson, M.A. Candidate, American University, currently 

working on a research project on climate resilience in Africa. 

 

  Scott Bugental:  I am staff on our Research Advancement team here at GIOS, ASU. 

 

  Kurt Richter:  I think US Universities are very interested in helping USAID and 

NGOs think about climate change and its impact. 

 

  Romana Roschinsky:  Centre for Development Research, BOKU University Vienna, 

Austria. 

 

  Viajay Gopal Kakani:  Associate professor addressing drought and heat impacts on wheat 

in Oklahoma. 

 

  Lisa Pharoah:  Lisa Pharoah from Rare. 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  Patrice, Ag specialist, USAID-Rwanda. 

 

  Rachel Bedenbaugh:  Hi, Rachel with Medair. I am based in Haiti - we are just in the start 

up phases of a new food security program focused on livelihood 

diversification and climate resistant agricultural techniques. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Hi Thomas, Felix, Henry + … I am coming back to Kenya at least 

Dec+Jan. and plan a tour training more NGOs on agoforestry fuel 

wood etc.  

 

  Elvis Heinrichs:  Interested in the effect of climate change on pests primarily. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Elisa, I would be interested in hearing more about your research 

project and what you conclusions you have reached to date.  

 

  Samantha Wapnick:  Hi all, Samantha Wapnick with Engility, based in Dakar Senegal. 

 

  Elisa Wilkinson:  Hi Mark, certainly! I am just getting started on it. I am first-year 

M.A. student. But I will certainly send you an e-mail tomorrow. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  Oh great, Torsten! I will write to you! We work with small holders 

in rural Kenya. 
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  Thomas Kalytta:  Hi Torsten, Agroforestry and fuel efficient stove are elements of our 

grant project in Homabay funded by the German Government! 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Can he speak louder because my speaker is at the maximum volume 

but I can barely hear him. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  Thanks to all for attending. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Whereas earlier I could hear the other lady (sorry, I did not catch 

the name) very well. 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Greetings!  Jerry Brown Agriculture Results Inc in DC. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  A friendly reminder, please do NOT use Google Chrome. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Hello from Cyd Hamilton - Oak Ridge National Lab ORISE 

Fellow. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  Preferred browsers for Adobe Connect are Mozilla Firefox and 

Internet Explorer. 

 

   If you're able to hear and see everything okay, please let us know. 

 

  Evelyn Guevara:  Commission for alternative development to coca production, 

focusing on the design of strategies to reduce the impact of drug 

trafficking on the degradation of natural resources. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Good Thomas, Germans confirmed some of my results in Rwanda, 

and GTZ/Clean stoves in Kenya can help looking for funds. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Very clear in here. 

 

  Rachel Bedenbaugh:  I am able to hear things and see things in Haiti using Internet 

explorer. 

 

  Olusola Adeoye:  Very clear sound and virtual here too. 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Fine Torsten, you saw my email address on the chat! 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  For those of you that are just joining us, please go ahead and 

introduce yourself! 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Chrome appear to work with an extra adobe plug-in I was prompted 

to use. 
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  USAID Agrilinks:  And if you have questions, please type them into the chatbox as 

they arise. We'll save them and ask them during the Q&A. 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Could it be possible for the sound to be a bit stronger? 

 

  Marisol Diaz:  Marisol Diaz, greetings! 

 

  Mary Carlson:  Sound and visual is great. Beginning facilitator with Agrilinks also 

did a super job of welcoming and warm-up for us virtually to feel 

part of the program. 

 

  Robert Solem:  Good morning. Rob Solem from World Vision – US. 

 

  Olusola Adeoye:  Hello Scott, I am Sola, a PhD from Nigeria. You would allow me to 

make some enquiries from you about your institution? 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Hi Rob, this is Thomas working with WV Germany. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks Mary! We try to make this as personal of an experience as 

we can - so many great minds on these webinars, we want to make 

sure you guys are comfortable sharing with each other! 

 

  Robert Solem:  Greetings, Thomas. 

 

  Scott Bugental:  Certainly, Sola.   

 

  John Russell:  John Russell, Bend, Oregon. 

 

  Daniel Lapidus:  Hi, Daniel Lapidus here, USDA/FAS in Washington, DC. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Sound is off and on... 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Sound is good here. 

 

  Jose Guillermo Lizarraga:  Hi, Guillermo Lizarraga here, ADRA International from Silver 

Spring MD. 

 

  Olusola Adeoye:  Thanks Mr. Scott, I will definitely do that. 

 

  Scott Bugental:  I look forward to hearing from you, Sola. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  For those of you online, these documents will be available on the 

event page after the webinar! 
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  Chariz Cariaga:  Thanks. 

 

  Kenneth Hoadley:  Will these documents be available online? 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Is there a way to access these documents since I'm not in DC? 

 

  Felix Kamau:  Which countries in Africa are covered by ARCC Project? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Yes, definitely! We will send out an email when all of the resources 

have been collected on the event page. Everyone who has registered 

will get this email. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Definitely, I can't hear anything. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Please let us have the URL for the event page, so we can get the 

documents. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Event page link: http: //agrilinks.org/events/climate-change-

impacts-agriculture-and-food-security-implications-developing-

climate 

 

  Question Moderator:  The answer to the question about which countries ARCC has 

worked in is a little bit complicated because there were full climate 

change vulnerability assessments that were country-based, one 

which covered the region of West Africa, and several other types of 

studies and assessments that were not, technically, full CCVAs. 

 

   You will hear about four of the countries during today's 

presentations. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  Thanks. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  ARCC's Uganda assessment is available in the pod to the left. 

 

  Question Moderator:  "Champion" = Advocate. 

 

  Rachel Bedenbaugh:  Will these slide presentations be included as well? I think these 

lessons learned would be great to share with my team here in Haiti. 

 

  Karyll Aitcheson:  Morning, will we have access to the presentations at the end of day 

- similar to the package mentioned? 

 

  Rachel Bedenbaugh:  Great thanks! 
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  Steev Lynn:  Sorry, I just got off the phone, joining late, from Brattleboro, 

Vermont, USA. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Karyll is correct. We are also recording this webinar so the entire 

event can be watched again later (including the chatbox!). 

 

   Any questions for Patricia about her work in Uganda? 

 

  Priscila Henriquez:  What were the selected crops and how they were prioritized? 

 

  Vijaya Gopal Kakani:  What were the challenges and success stories in stakeholder 

involvement? 

 

  Joshua Ariga:  What livelihood measures/indicators were used? 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  Per your question Joshua. 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  Could you move slides to reflect what Patricia is explaining? Slides 

look static. 

 

  Question Moderator:  The slides are, actually, kind of static. 

 

   There are only three or four slides per presenter. 

 

   We've been collecting your questions; many of them can be 

answered most quickly by looking at the report. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Yes, it may look static, but it is because there are not very many 

slides for each presenter. 

 

  Question Moderator:  But the question about technical challenges and success stories in 

stakeholder involvement is quite intriguing, and may not be so 

easily addressed simply by looking at the report. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  What are the challenges that she experienced in dealing with the 

Uganda Farmers? 

 

  Question Moderator:  Good one! Another that probably won't be easily answered by 

looking at the report! 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Sound is quite weak now. 

 

  Robert Solem:  Agree. 
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  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks Chariz, can you remind us your organization and where you 

are joining from? 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Sound is well again. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Punla Sa Tao Foundation, Manila, Philippines. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks! 

 

  Solomon Folle:  University of Minnesota. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  Feel free to also adjust the sound output on your computer, there 

will be slight variations with different speakers. Thank you. 

 

  Joshua Ariga:  Ask David not to move away from mic too much. He is ok now. 

 

  Question Moderator:  Feel free to type in questions for David as you think of them. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Hi I’m just reflecting, putting myself as an individual, that people 

are not just quite aware of Climate change. And many Filipinos 

does. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Will all the assessment reports be available online? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Hi Beatrice, the individual assessments are now online, but the 

overall compendium will be released shortly. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Thanks. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  It will be posted on Agrilinks and the ARCC website when it is 

done. 

 

 We'll send out a follow-up email with a link. 

 

  Henry Rwamugema:  That is great! We look forward seeing the overall compendium. 

 

  Question Moderator:  You are right, Chariz, that many people are not aware of "climate 

change."  But ARCC researchers found that the farmers that ARCC 

worked with are very aware that the weather is not the same as it 

used to be. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Thanks for making publicly available. 
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  Question Moderator:  Oftentimes, when talking to farmers therefore, ARCC couched their 

discussion in terms of weather rather than "climate." 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Yes on the farmer's perspective, I agree on that. 

 

  Question Moderator:  For everyone's information, I (the Question Moderator) led an 

ARCC assessment in Malawi, and I am also the lead author for the 

ARCC Compendium, which consolidated all the lessons learned 

from all the ARCC assessments. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  It may be useful to mainstream climate change in extension 

messages for the framers esp. small scale farmers to increase the 

awareness. 

 

  Question Moderator:  Yes, indeed. I will add this as question to those for the panelists. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  How does one 'mainstream climate change'? And to whom? It 

seems this is the goal of what USAID and FtF are doing, WRI and 

others as well. Mainstreaming in the US versus abroad is going to 

be very different and require different messaging. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Great question Cyd - does anyone online have experience 

mainstreaming climate change in their countries? 

    

  Hans Muzoora:  Hans Muzoora from Agridev Solutions Inc, Boston Massachusetts. 

 

  Question Moderator:  This is an interesting side-discussion that is evolving on what it 

means to "mainstream" climate change, and how the messaging for 

doing so differs from one group to another, and from one country to 

another. 

 

   I think a question along these lines might fit in better in the second 

set of panels, when they talk about how people use the results of 

these assessments. So I am going to save the question for the next 

panel. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Does climate change create more poor people? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Any questions for John so far? He is presenting out a very 

interesting framework to assess climate vulnerability. 

 

   Chariz - Did John just answer your question? Or are you asking 

about global implications? 
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  Chariz Cariaga:  Yes I think he is. Thanks. 

 

  Beatrice Pierre:  Especially people dependent on ag activities. 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  How is deforestation rate, erosion and population growth included 

in Vulnerability Assessments? 

 

  Question Moderator:  In the ARCC CCVAs (climate change vulnerability assessments), 

we included the non-climate factors as "confounding factors" and 

tried to focus in on just the climate effects -- which of course in 

practice is very, very difficult. 

 

   (That is, it is very difficult to de-couple climate from non-climate 

factors.) 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  When soil is considered for adaptive measures does this include the 

soil system and feedbacks to CC? 

 

  Thomas Kalytta:  Thank you Question Moderator! 

 

  Question Moderator:  Exactly! The soil example is a perfect example! 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  I'm losing the presentation intermittently - anyone else have this 

problem and find a way to solve? Thanks. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Cyd - if you're using Google chrome, switch to a different browser. 

Otherwise, it may be a bandwidth issue. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  I'm having the same problem as Cyd. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Using Safari. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  I am having the same problem, using Internet Explorer. I am sure it 

is a bandwidth problem which I intend to take up with my ISP. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  I tried private chatting you before Cyd, please check that tab (at the 

bottom of this chat). 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  What are possible adaptive measures for people depending on 

livestock in Sahel and Senegal? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  ALL - we will soon transition to Q&A. You've asked a lot of great 

questions so far and we will get to as many as we can! 
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  Shamim Niazi:  Was the vulnerability assessment conducted only for humans or it 

was for the entire landscape? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  If you have additional questions, please continue to submit them! 

 

  Mary Carlson:  Dan - I don't see your name on list, would like a private 

conversation. 

 

  Question Moderator:  The CCVAs were focused on agriculture livelihoods primarily. 

 

   In some cases, some CCVAs addressed related topics such as 

ecosystems and coastal zones. 

 

  Julie MacCartee:  I found that pausing the video stopped the minor audio break-up I 

was experiencing. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  When scientists are included in systems analysis from a biological 

perspective how inclusive is that?  Are soil scientists, soil 

microbiologists, breeders utilized to develop solutions?  Are there 

opportunities to work with National Lab scientists to create a 

'community of scientific advisors'? 

   

Ana Rios:  I would like to listen about your experiences implementing cost 

effectiveness assessments and impact evaluation of the 

interventions. 

 

  Mary Karanu:  How do you translate CCVA information into action knowing that 

small scale farmers have limited resources for adaptation? 

 

  Question Moderator:  Many of your questions will be more relevant to the second set of 

panelists -- where they talk about how people actually use, or apply, 

the results of the assessments. That is, the actions they take as a 

result of the findings in these assessments. What they call the 

"uptake." 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Very pleased to hear that all the speakers spoke about them making 

a great effort to include local institutions for this climate 

vulnerability mapping, could you elaborate on what institutions, 

especially sub-regional ones that participated in this very critical 

assessment? USAID over the last 30 years has invested in sub-

regional capacity development looking at, in part, some of the 

topics the panelists covered. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  How do you link the CCVA information with the policy? 
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  Mary Karanu:  OK…thanks question moderator. 

 

  Shamim Niazi:  Do any changes in political will occur as result of all these 

assessments at policy and if so, how was that transferred at 

community level? 

 

  Question Moderator:  I will refer you to the various reports to see which organizations 

partnered with ARCC on the various assessments in the various 

countries, if you don't mind. 

 

  Kwame Owusu-Daaku:  In response to the question about "farmers really understanding 

what climate change means" if the farmers did not understand what 

it meant they would basically be dead by now. They may not 

understand the science behind its prediction and modeling but they 

definitely understand its implications because they have been 

grappling with the issues for years-and have been adapting and 

surviving without all this scientific information. Granted local 

knowledge adaptations may become less reliable with future 

projected changes but like David is saying-the farmers do 

understand "what it means". 

 

  Question Moderator:  There are many questions coming in, and there are people lining up 

to speak new questions into the microphone! 

 

 I think we will have to relay many of your questions to the ARCC 

Knowledge Manager for later follow-up. 

 

   So please, keep the questions coming! 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Yes, for those questions that we did not get a response to from the 

panel, we will pose them to the ARCC project and try to post as 

many answers as we can. 

 

  Amanda Lewis:  I am trying to connect the presentations to the theme of food 

security, and I've been able to hear themes that relate to availability 

of food (eg crops affected) and access to food (I think a panelist 

mentioned road access) but have not heard about the utilization 

pillar of food security. Was there any work to look at climate 

change's impact on the utilization/nutritional impacts on these 

vulnerable populations? 

 

  Question Moderator:  To my knowledge there were no in-depth assessments of utilization, 

although I may be mistaken. 
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 Let me try to ask this question, if they ask for another Web 

question. 

 

   Otherwise we will refer this question to ARCC for later follow-up. 

 

  Vedaste Gatebuka:  Assessments sound quite complicated/sophisticated and expensive 

no doubt. Curious to hear how the resulting coping mechanisms 

were practical to the small scale farmers especially in least 

developed World. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  How can ROI be increased based on what they learned in this 

process - probably a question for panel 2? 

 

  Najih Lazar:  Did the Senegal case looked at climate change adaptation in 

fisheries since this sector provides about 70% of animal protein to 

most communities in Senegal and its significant social link to 

agriculture? 

 

  Question Moderator:  Indeed! For the Malawi assessment we definitely distinguished 

"coping" from "adapting." 

 

   Let me try to ask about fisheries in Senegal. We did have a fisheries 

component in Malawi (but this is not one of the case studies that is 

being presented today). 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks Vedaste, Najih and Amanda for your questions. Can you 

remind us of your organization and location? 

 

  Mark Oxley:  I would be very interested in learning more about the Malawi 

assessment. Where can I find such information? 

 

  Najih Lazar:  University of Rhode Island. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks! 

 

  Henry Rwamugema:  To all presenters: I think there is lacking clear pathways from global 

innovations to smallholder rural communities who by the way are 

suffering a lot on stunting and poverty caused by climate change. 

Please involve local private sector who really live and have greater 

understanding of the local landscape and in fact the climate changes 

brings innovation and business undertakings to local enterpreneurs. 

What is important is clear collaboration btwn international org. and 

local private sector. 
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  USAID Agrilinks:  Reminder: we will pose all these remaining questions to ARCC - 

stay tuned to Agrilinks for follow-up! 

 

  Amanda Lewis:  Amanda Lewis, Independent Consultant. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  There is urgent need to increase synergy among various 

organizations dealing with Ag and climate change issues. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  I can't clear out the Mali pod. 

 

  Question Moderator:  ALL: just a reminder to type in your questins as they arise. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Felix, multipurpose solutions at the sources and roots of the 

problems can help [create] synergy among organizations. 

 

  Vedaste Gatebuka:  How many questions can be answered during the show? Most 

questions are not being answered. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Felix, continued - e.g. contour hedges with methods not needing 

trucks, irrigation and much funds. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Yes, they ended up going with many in-room questions. I'll do my 

best to stick my neck out there for you guys this go-around! 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  Are CCVAs providing CC adaptive solutions that are 

understandable and affordable by District levels? 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Just to stay on the local institution theme a bit longer, could one of 

the speakers talk just a bit how local institutions were not so much 

as information, process and technical beneficiaries, but how were 

local institutions involved in the information gathering, 

filtering/validating thus getting more local buy-in into the whole CC 

vulnerability assessment process and long term utility? 

 

  Question Moderator:  In some cases, local institutions were VERY involved! 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Thanks Jerry and Patrice, can you remind us of your organizations 

and locations? 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Agriculture Results Inc. 
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  Question Moderator:  There were three other studies (not discussed this morning) in 

which only local institutions were involved: In Kenya, Burkina Faso 

and Ghana. 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  USAID-Rwanda. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks! 

 

  Jerry Brown:  Dr. Baro has begun to speak to the question of local institution 

involvement. Thanks. 

 

  Question Moderator:  In those three cases, local institutions conducted all of the field 

work and information-gathering, from design to data collection to 

analysis to reports. 

 

 During these short presentations, we are only able to hear a small 

amount of what ARCC did over the three years of the project. 

 

   Unfortunately. 

 

   There were also local institutions that played major roles in Uganda, 

Senegal and Honduras. 

 

   For instance, in Uganda they conducted an in-depth, extensive 

household level survey. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  I'm back. Had a power cut. It happens in Zimbabwe. 

 

  Elvis Heinrichs:  In Honduras, what crops are being utilized to cope with climate 

change? 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  How can cloud forests be conserved in the face of CC - is there a 

negative ecological feedback to be tapped into as a solution? 

 

  Question Moderator:  I realize that this doesn't exactly answer your question, but for your 

interest the crops that were studied in Honduras were: Coffee, 

potato, lettuce, maize and beans. 

 

   In answer to the previous question (from Panel 1) about what crops 

were studied in Uganda, there were eight: Coffee, rice, maize, 

matook, beans, sorghum, sweet potatoes and cassava. 

 

   How were crops selected? (This question was also asked during 

Panel 1). It was in consultation with USAID, usually they were 
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crops that were considered a priority from a Feed the Future 

perspective. 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  Do you mean matoke when saying matook? Which means banana in 

local language? 

 

  Question Moderator:  It is spelled "matooke" in the report, actually.  But I am sure we are 

talking about the same thing. ;-) 

 

  Shamim Niazi:  I think the adoption of new technologies, crops or knowledge to CC 

depends on thrust by the rural communities. More than often 

farmers tend to continue with the traditional practices due to the fact 

that they do not trust the new innovations. I am wondering what 

kind of motivation factors were provided to local communities in 

terms of adapting ecosystem friendly practices.   

 

  Question Moderator:  We did, indeed, find in many countries that rural communities 

tended toward traditional crops, but in others they were moving 

away from traditional crops. 

 

   Sadly, it was the traditional crops that were very often the *less* 

climate resilient crops! 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Hi Shamin, good point, although I believe it was outside the scope 

of this project. There are many other USAID projects that help with 

local implementation, including extension and advisory services. 

 

  Question Moderator:  But ARCC did not do implementation, i.e., we did not motivate 

farmers to adapt certain practices. 

 

    Rather, we provided information that we hoped would help USAID 

and others make smarter decisions about what might be the best 

practices to promote. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  The challenge is promoting low-risk solutions for climate that may 

rain more or less or at other times with sometimes more heat and 

wind.  A solution can with improved methods be tree legume 

contour hedges that can be cut, stripped and bent back combined 

with better seeding methods. 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  Are local ag research institutions involved in transferring these new 

innovations because they would help a lot in first testing them in 

local conditions so farmers can see their positive effects before they 

are sensitized to their adoption. 
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  USAID Agrilinks:  Yes, partnerships between local institutions and Missions/USAID is 

imperative to successful adoption. The Innovation Labs are a great 

example of this partnership, and perhaps others online know of 

others... 

 

  Patrice Hakizimana:  That's great! 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  How does one become a 'Champion' - Who are these people?  

Anyone have a lead or contact? 

 

  Question Moderator:  That is a very good question! The champions tended to be people 

who were very close to the decision-makers, or who were decision-

makers themselves. For ARCC, someone at the various USAID 

Missions in which the project worked often stepped forward as a 

champion, or advocate, for the use or application of the CCVA 

findings. 

 

   ARCC also tried to identify persons within the various governments 

who could also act as champions, so that the CCVAs would have a 

life after the end of the ARCC project. 

 

   The champion would promote the use of the findings from the 

CCVA with their colleagues. For instance, within a USAID Mission 

the champion might promote the use of findings from a CCVA to 

other units within the Mission, such as the Health unit, even if the 

CCVA was formerly primarily associated with, say, the 

Environment Unit. 

 

   Government champions often promoted the use or application of the 

CCVA findings in departments or Ministries other than their own. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  Thanks, Torsten. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  What about scientists, ecologists/agronomists?  Would they not 

make good advocates?  Are teams created with scientific, economic, 

etc. knowledge to act as champions capable of engaging multiple 

stakeholders and at multiple govt levels? 

 

  Question Moderator:  They more often took the role of a "knowledge broker" that is, 

someone who could explain the CCVA results, can make the results 

accessible. 
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   Of course it is possible for one person to be both a knowledge 

broker *and* a champion, but ARCC found that that rarely 

happened in practice. So it was useful to distinguish the two 

different roles. 

 

   Question to you all: Do you feel like the panelists in this discussion 

have addressed the earlier questions about mainstreaming? 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  No. 

 

  Question Moderator:  Okay! We will definitely be asking that one! 

 

 I will ask this: what it means to “mainstream” climate change, and 

how the messaging for doing so differs from one group to another, 

and from one country to another. We wonder if the panelists could 

talk a little bit about the nut-and-bolts of their experiences working 

with USAID and governments to take the findings from the 

assessments to mainstream climate change into policy, programs, 

and actions. 

 

  Felix Kamau:  This is a very good discussion, unfortunately I have to drop off to 

attend to attend to important appointment. Thank you all.   

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Hi Cyd, you've been asking a lot of great questions but I neglected 

to take your org and location. Can you remind us again? 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  I'm an ORISE Fellow at Oak Ridge National Labs in TN - thanks. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks! 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Title is Visiting Scientist. 

 

   If land and water access are both finite resources and there's a need 

to increase access but CC is going to reduce access - what is the 

remedy? 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Cyd, that is the 64,000 dollar question and emphasizes the problems 

that CC is posing to developing countries. One result is increased 

urbanization, which comes with its own problems. 

 

 Cyd Hamilton:  Yes not easy but I hoped there were some novel solutions coming 

online due to recognition of this issue and involvement of a breadth 

of highly knowledgeable stakeholders. 
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  USAID Agrilinks:  Cyd: USAID is starting to think more about the concept of 

"sustainable intensification" to address the dual problem of 

diminishing natural resources and increased need for food. 

 

   Agrilinks has some resources online about this topic. Perhaps others 

online have different approaches they'd like to share? 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  This is why I asked the question about soil microbiologists and 

breeders - intensification as a product of such collaborations. 

 

  Question Moderator:  Isaac mentioned the importance of timeliness and ARCC found this 

to be *way* more important than we guessed, in the beginning. 

Those assessments that were released right before procurement 

cycles, or budgeting cycles, or planning cycles tended to (not 

surprisingly) have a much better chance of being taken up. I realize 

this sounds almost too obvious to mention, but timing turned out to 

be extremely important. 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Cyd, the answer probably lies in more efficient use of land - 

increased crop yields, for example - and change to crops that are 

more suited to the climate of the future. Drought-resistant crops in 

the case of southern Africa. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Yes and efficiency can be increased through breeding, GMO for 

increasing nutrient quality with same yields, increased WUE, 

management which increases WUE and soil microbial plant 

interactions that foster yields. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Hi Cyd, water infiltration from sudden rains can be promoted while 

improving soil eg by contour hedges of deep-rooted multipurpose 

trees etc. The time and costs have been the main problem, I made 

direct seeding reliable also in hot, drying, weedy and infertile soil.  

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  Hmm interesting. Is this intercropping? Cost of purchasing 

seedlings and maintaining?  What is the time sink? The contouring? 

 

  Mark Oxley:  Examples of drought-resistant crop varieties for use in southern 

Africa include small grains such as millet, instead of maize, and 

also shorter-season maize hybrids.   

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Hi Cyd, with the right methods (not text-book ones), you do not 

need to transplant the 1000s of small trees needed per farm and 

growth rates can be tripled without favoring weeds.  All inputs can 
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be multiplied locally for the contour hedges at least (kitchen ash, N-

fixing bacteria, seeds). 

 

   A soil ridge can be placed on top and removed after 5 days, as 

mulch, keeping germinating seedlings cool and moist. 

 

   It give more N-rich organic matter too, so zaï pit labor for water 

harvesting in sandy soil is more profitable.   

 

   Drought tolerant crops sometimes increase risk of harvesting in 

extended rainy seasons also occurring increasingly. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  ALL: we're going to wrap up after Rob is finished. Stay tuned for 

answers to some of the questions we left out, PDFs of all the reports 

discussed today, and a recording of this event. 

 

  Cyd Hamilton:  These all make sense. The N- rich organic matter can be 

problematic if it increases methanogensis or decreases rooting depth 

with negative feedbacks to WUE. Or, if microbial communities are 

shifted away from mutualists. 

 

   Thank you for the excellent opportunity to learn and discuss. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  You've still got time to chat with your colleagues - don't forget to 

exchange info so that you can keep the conversation going after the 

webinar is over! 

 

  Question Moderator:  Answer to earlier question from: Najih Lazar, University of Rhode 

Island – 

 

   Regarding fisheries in Senegal. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Thanks Cyd. Smart breeding strategies for drought tolerance were 

developed at IITA but was neglected. 

 

  Question Moderator:  I checked and, no, fisheries were not among the studies. They 

looked at five crops (millet, sorghum, cow peas, ground nuts and 

maize) and livestock (cattle, poultry and small ruminants) but they 

did not look at fisheries. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  ALL: I'm going to pull up some polls. Please take a moment to 

answer them before you leave! 
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  KDAD AV Tech:  We'll be wrapping up in the next few minutes. Please take this 

opportunity to fill out the polls and download any resources of 

interest. 

 

   This webinar recording will be available online soon along with all 

the resources presented or referenced here today. 

 

  Question Moderator:  Thanks from the Question Moderator for all the really great 

questions. I am sorry we couldn't ask but a fraction of them!  We 

will relay your questions to the ARCC team for further follow-up. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks for your poll answers, everyone! 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  For fisheries, I can advise on the key problem of fodder plants for 

fishfarms, and soil and water conservation reducing combined 

climate and pollution stress near costs and reefs essential for 

multiplication and small scale fisheries. 

 

  Maria Hettel:  Thank you for a very informative session. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Please save the chat too, but in a format so emails are not copied 

automatically. Thanks. 

 

  KDAD AV Tech:  We'll leave the webinar room open for about another 10 minutes so 

you can network with colleagues and download resources. 

 

 Thank you for attending! 

 

  USAID Agrilinks:  Thanks everyone!!! Stay tuned for an email with more resources 

from this event. 

 

   Torsten: Yes, we post a chat transcript and will remove emails so 

that they are not broadcast across the internet. 

 

  Chariz Cariaga:  Thank you. Good night every one! Have a good day. 

 

  Kim Glick:  Thanks! Very informative! Well done! 

 

  Pietro Carpena:  Great seminar. Lots to learn. 

 

  Torsten Mandal:  Thanks Mark for the interest. Are more perhaps interested in more 

appropriate solutions for the rural poor farmer, and those down-hill? 
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  KDAD AV Tech:  Thanks all for joining, we're going to close the room now but we 

hope to see you online at the next Agrilinks event! 

 

 

 


